Abstract. New words extraction is an essential prerequisite in Chinese-oriented natural language processing and text mining. The statistical-based method is the most widely used new words extraction methods. There are mainly two kinds of statistical feature for new words extraction: the internal feature and the contextual feature. This paper compares eight internal feature measures for Chinese new words extraction on the individual basis. They are seven widely used internal feature measures and normalized multiword expression distance, which is from the non-compositionality measures of English multiword expressions, introduced for the first time. As a consequence, the experimental results indicate that the performance of normalized multiword expression distance is superior to the others.
Introduction
New words extraction is an indispensable task in Chinese-oriented natural language processing and text mining. Birth of new words is a universal phenomenon in human language and closely related to the social development. With the rapid development of modern society and the coming of information explosion age, the generation velocity of new words is faster, the structure and type of new words are more and more complicated. Whether the new words are extracted correctly influences the improvement in the related tasks such as word segmentation, sentiment analysis, machine translation, information retrieval and question answering system. Research suggests that more than 60% of Chinese word segmentation errors were caused by new words [1] . Recent studies have shown that new words extraction is of great significance for improving the accuracy of sentiment analysis [2] . In the academic field, there are two interpretations of new words, of which one can be called "pure new words" and another called "unknown words". Pure new words mean the words that generate strictly with the passing of time; however, unknown words mean the words that do not occur in the dictionary used for related tasks. It is obvious that pure new words are a subset of unknown words. Actual new words extraction does not make the distinction between pure new words and unknown words, neither do in this study.
As one of the hot topics of natural language processing and text mining, new words extraction has made a progress. The methods of new words extraction can be divided into rule-based methods, statistical-based methods and hybrid methods [4] . Rule-based methods extract new words by linguistic rules which are lack of flexibility and universality. The generation of rules is always by using the manual generation and semi-automatic way. However, due to the complexity of Chinese sentences and knowledge description, the strategy of rule generation existed so far has some shortages. Rule-based methods mainly are oriented at specific domains such as pharmacy, medical science and other areas, which lead to get a proper result [5] . Statistical-based methods extract new words by statistical language model and statistical feature. Statistical-based methods have higher flexibility and universality than rule-based methods, simultaneously it is more automatic. Statistical-based methods are mainly used for extracting new words from the massive and complicated text. Hybrid methods are the combination of the rule-based methods and statistical-based methods. The purpose of hybrid methods is to combine both of these advantages, in a sense, it also combines both of these disadvantages. The hybrid methods are restricted by factors such as rules and statistical feature measures selected. Both in the statistical-based methods and hybrid methods, statistical feature measures selected have important effect on overall performance, so it is of great significance to compare different statistical feature measures.
In general, there are two kinds of statistical features in statistical-based methods [6] . One is the internal feature, which represents the cohesion and soundness of different components in a word, such as the Frequency. Another kind is the contextual feature, which represents the liberalization and popularity of a word on its context, such as the left/right entropy. This paper aims to analyze different internal feature measures mentioned below, experiments and compares their new words extraction performance on the individual basis. The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
 Based on the similarity between Chinese word and English multiword expression, this paper firstly study the performance of using the normalized multiword expression distance (NMED) [7] as internal feature measures in statistical-based new words extraction. NMED is one of the most effective measures to reflect the non-compositionality of English multiword expression which has not been used into Chinese new words extraction yet.  We compare the new words extraction performance of NMED and seven frequently-used internal feature measures on the individual basis by experiment, then analysis their merit and shortcoming based on the experiment results. Experiments show that NMED achieves the best practical effect. The rest of the paper is structured as follows: we introduce related work in Section 2. In Section 3, we describe the compare method. We then present the experiments and discussions in Section 4. Finally, the whole researches are summed up in Section 5.
Related Work
There are extensive works on the study of internal feature measure of statistical-based new words extraction. The first measure is Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI) [8] . Since then, a lot of internal feature measures have been proposed such as Symmetrical Conditional Probability (SCP) [9] and Log-likelihood [10] .
English multiword expression is a sequence of neighboring words "whose exact and unambiguous meaning or connotation cannot be derived from the meaning or connotation of its component" [11] . As the similarity between Chinese words and English multiword expressions, some researchers try to use the non-compositionality measure of English multiword expressions as the internal feature measure of Chinese words [12] , such as Enhanced Mutual Information (EMI) [13] , and obtain the remarkable results. Over the past few years, some new non-compositionality measures of English multiword expression are proposed, such as multiword expression distance (MED) and the normalized version NMED [7] , which is based on the information distance theory and claimed superior performance to SCP, EMI and other measures. However, MED and NMED have not been used as internal feature measures in the statistical-based new words extraction, it is necessary to study its Chinese new words extraction performance considering its outstanding performance in English multiword expressions extraction.
In [6] , nine internal feature measures were tested and compared and PMI has been reported to be the best one in two-character Chinese new words extraction, but their work only focuses on two-character Chinese new words extraction, in addition the size of experiment corpus is too small. Since most of the internal feature measures are proposed for bi-gram, in order to measure internal feature of arbitrary n-grams, most common practice is to divide the n-gram into two parts X and Y and then bi-gram measures can be used [3] . In [12] , they proposed a novel unsupervised method for new words extraction which used EMI as the internal feature measure and relatively dramatic results were obtained. But in experiments of which were not comprehensive due to the fewer contrast measures, Reference [2] studied the new words detection for sentiment analysis, experimental results showed that NMED can measure the internal features of new sentiment words more efficient, but the main work of it focused on the new sentiment words rather than new words and lack of enough contrast experiment too.
Methodology
NMED and seven frequently-used internal feature measures, including Frequency (Freq), PMI, Dice Formula (Dice), SCP, Z-score (ZS), Student's t-score (TS), EMI are discussed and compared in this paper. To compare the new words extraction performance of different internal feature measures on the individual basis, we need to get the new words extraction results under different internal feature measures. For corpus which needs treatment, we carry out the word segmentation and then mining n-grams as candidate new words. We prune the candidate new words by contextual feature, that is, if the contextual feature measure value of a candidate new words is less than a certain threshold, we prune it. In this paper, the contextual feature measure used is fixed to left/right entropy. After being pruned, candidate new words that extract from the corpus are obtained, then sort it by different internal feature measures, and calculate the corresponding evaluation value finally. When using NMED for Chinese new words extraction, the hypothesis is the smaller value of measure means the stronger internal associative between the different grams of an n-gram, and thus the more possibility of an n-gram being a new word. By contrast, when using the other seven measures for word extraction, the hypothesis is the larger value of measure means the stronger 309 internal associative between the different grams of an n-gram, and thus the more possibility of an n-gram being a new word.
Experiment
In this section, we conduct extensive experiments on large-scale real text and obtain a large number of results. Then we compare the new words extract performance of eight internal feature measures and discuss the advantages and disadvantages of these measures.
Data Preparation
We download 5,000,000 Sina Weibo posts as the corpus, the size of it is 687 M and the Chinese character number of it is 194,813,692. Sina Weibo is not only one of the most influential online social platforms, but also the platform for creating and spreading of new words. This Weibo text is suitable as the corpus in research about the new words. These posts were then segmented by ICTCLAS2016, which is widely used and reported as the best Chinese word segmentation tool in the entire world.
Evaluation Metric
As there is the demand for evaluating internal feature measure based on a list of words that sorted by this measure, and the size of the corpus is too big to obtain all new words of it manually. We select precision (P), Improved precision (IP) as metrics. The metric is computed as follows:
Where K is the number of words in the list that sorted by internal feature measure. If the word at position k in sorted list is a real new word, the real(k) will be 1, otherwise 0. The P value and IP value of a perfect sorted list (all top K words are real new words) both equal to 1.0.
Comparison of Different Measures
For each internal feature measure, we label the top 2,000 words that were sorted by value of this measure. Figure 1 illustrates the variation trend of P value and IP value of these eight internal feature measures with increasing K. As it can be seen from Figure 1 , the NMED obtains the best new words extraction performance over all eight measures. From linguistic perspectives, there is a lot of similarity between the Chinese words and English multiword expressions. Effective feature measures for English multiword expressions should also be valid for Chinese new words. From Figure 1 , we can also see that the relative order of some measures will be changed with increasing K, such as PMI and Freq, the P value of PMI is higher than that of Freq when K is small, but when K is 2000, the P value of PMI is smaller than that of Freq. This does not mean that Freq is better than PMI, because the IP value of PMI is always more than that of Freq with increasing K. When the K is constant, the higher the P value is, the more new words extracted, the higher the IP value is, the higher ranking of new words.
Beyond these points, we also compare the length distribution of new words extracted with different measures. The results are showed in Figure 2 , we can see the NMED is the most balanced of these eight measures. Some measures prefer to long words, such as PMI and ZS. By contrast, some measures prefer to short words, such as SCP and Dice. For the new words extracted task which has a length limitation on extracted words. If statistical-based method is used, it is important to select appropriate internal feature measure to get better performance. 
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Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we focus on the research of internal feature measures for statistic-based Chinese new words extraction and compare the new words extraction performance of eight internal feature measures on the individual basis. These eight measures include seven widely used internal feature measures such as SCP and a newly introduced measure from the non-compositionality measures of English multiword expressions called NMED. Experimental results show that NMED achieves the highest precision and improved precision in these eight measures. The NMED value of a word is generally not impacted by this word length, which makes the Chinese new words of different length extraction performance of NMED is more balanced than other measures.
With the increasing number of Chinese new words, new words structure is becoming much more complex. Future work will combine the NMED with other measures by machine learning methods such as decision tree to enhance the overall performance.
